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Interview

What makes useful evidence for educational leadership practice?
An interview

Eric Addae-Kyeremeh
Faculty of Wellbeing, Education and Language Studies, The Open University, Milton Keynes, UK

Alison Fox
Faculty of Wellbeing, Education and Language Studies, The Open University, Milton Keynes, UK

I’m interviewing Eric Addae-Kyeremeh about his views on the pressing question ‘What makes useful evidence for educational leadership practice?’ as advice for leaders in educational settings; so, welcome Eric.

Eric is Senior Lecturer in Leadership and Management and a Chartered Fellow of both The Chartered Management Institute and BCS, The Chartered Institute for IT. He is currently the Associate Head of School – Innovation in the School of Education, Childhood, Youth and Sport with overall responsibility for teaching and learning innovation, business development, and staff professional development. He is also an active member of BELMAS.

So, Eric what counts as evidence and here we’re talking about specifically that which is relevant for educational leadership practice?

Well, evidence will encompass a range of data types and information used to support or contradict a claim, assertion or even a hypothesis as you find mainly in the sciences. Unlike anecdotes or an individual’s opinion, evidence is broadly supposed to provide some objective basis to help us make decisions and draw some sensible conclusions. So what actually counts as evidence I think requires you to use a critical eye to look at what actually will help you make those informed decisions, because that’s what it’s all about.

Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1999) present an interesting perspective that can be used as a lens for looking at what could count as evidence or useful intelligence and knowledge to support educational leadership practice. So, firstly they describe ‘knowledge for practice’ which refers to the kind of formal knowledge that is often located in what people call academia. So, we’re researching practice to be able to provide this huge spectrum of knowledge or evidence that will inform practice going forward. Some of this type of evidence can be contestable but in the main is very helpful in numerous ways from thinking about micro innovations that have impacted pupil attainment to much more system level evidence that have been generated as part of large-scale change or quality improvement. Then there’s ‘knowledge in practice’ which is what we as educational leaders would have experienced over the years through our own practice leading and evaluating change, implementing improvement plans, evaluating innovative approaches to learning, dealing with difficult situations, making sure that we are communicating effectively with our teams and so on. Then there’s ‘knowledge that would be brought in based on the practice of others’ that we work with, within the same educational setting. So, we’re looking at things happening in the school’s classrooms, things around the school boundaries - all informing our practice. So, using this lens gives us an idea of how different types of evidence can be used to inform our practices.

So, what different sources of data are available to educational leaders for them to be able to use as evidence?

A first source of evidence could be what I’ll describe as experiential evidence or practitioner expertise which, in a school for example, would reside in collective knowledge of what works and what doesn’t. In some cases leaders may have worked from first-line management to middle
Evidence is essential for leaders and for, much more broadly, practitioners. We’ve heard a lot about this in the news about the public sector. We often hear that public sector workers should use evidence-based practice as is...
commonly found in the practice of law, medicine and security services. These professions use evidence in a variety of ways to make decisions but I think it’s mainly about what I’ll describe as knowledge or what some would describe as intelligence say in the security world for instance. We need to ensure that the judgments and the decisions that we make as leaders, and as practitioners, are founded on some really, really useful information and evidence base that can be used to help us bring about school improvement and better learning outcomes for the students, for the pupils that we’re working with. As leaders we always have to be very careful in terms of our reliance on any one type of evidence because we have to look at it with a very critical eye. We have to make sure that the evidence base is robust. Also, very often evidence can easily be contextualized and sometimes what works in one context may not necessarily work in the context that you may want to apply it to. So, we’ve got to be very careful in terms of what we are selecting. Mainly what educational leaders want to be able to do as practitioners is to use this evidence to inform their day-to-day decision making about improving standards and pupil outcomes. That’s the key thing that educational practitioners want to be able to do.

What would you say was the way forward for harnessing the power of evidence for informing educational leadership practice?

As part of quality assurance and condition improvement demands from various stakeholders, you will find that schools and other educational settings are making use of a broad range of evidence to inform practice and management decisions. But in many of these schools and college settings there’s over reliance on management information data as a main source of evidence. Sometimes the expert evidence available within the institution is forgotten so you find that external consultants are drafted in every now and then to complement the evidence generated by the management information sources but without really capturing what is already known.

Many schools and colleges also don’t have access to peer-reviewed journals which in my opinion is hugely disappointing as knowledge and evidence that resides there is invaluable. So I’ll say the direction of travel will be to make more knowledge, intelligence and research openly accessible. And I think there’s been some movement about this in the last couple of years with the emergence of many open access journals. I think that’s one of the things that will go a long way to help educational leaders and practitioners in terms of their gaining access to peer-reviewed publications. Of course publishers have to generate some revenue to keep the publishing houses operational so you wouldn’t expect publication to be freely available but making more peer-reviewed evidence available is important for our practice as leaders: For me that’s one of the things that needs to be done.

The question is whether the open access movement is doing enough or whether the state should get involved and this remains to be seen. For example, I understand in Scotland teachers registered with the General Teaching Council of Scotland have access to online resources through EBSCO. So the question is, is it something that has to be picked up across various countries to ensure that teachers are actually getting that level of access to published work? That’s the key knowledge and evidence base that is missing for them. From an academic point of view I think most universities are moving in that direction by making some of their scholarship and research available on their own institutional portals like open research online (ORO) from the Open University as well as encouraging academics to publish in open access journals. Then there’s the use of social media so through Twitter, for example Twitter chats and through blogging. An example would be, among other places, the BELMAS blogs for instance and BELMAS tweets. Lots of colleagues within the BELMAS community do tweet their work and you can find some of their work on the BELMAS blogs and also on Academia.edu. When you connect to these individuals very often they’ll be talking about some of the new findings from very interesting pieces of work they’ve been doing; so, I think it’s looking promising.

There are a lot of resources out there but again, back to what I said earlier on, you’ve got to look at this evidence with a critical eye and not assume that something that was tried in a classroom of 18 will work in a school setting where you’ve got 30 pupils in a class or in even in some of the countries we’ve worked sub-Saharan Africa where you get over 60 children in a class with fixed seats that can’t be moved around easily for group work, etc. So, although there are lots of avenues or platforms for knowledge sharing, care has to be taken about our choice of what counts as evidence.

Alison: thank you very much for your time and for your insights, Eric.
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